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1. Answer snu
following:

(a)



'i

(b) The square roots of 2f is
(t) r (1+r )

(u) t(r-i)
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(e) The power expression of cosz is

e' + e-'(t) 
2

,i$-ilz)
None of the above

(Clwose the conect answer)

(c) A composition of continuous function
is

0 discontinuous

@ itself continuous

@ pointwise continuous
(iu) None of the above

(Clwose the correct answer)

(d.) The value of Log (-ef ) is
,f(t) ,_t

(it i

. lt.
(ttt) '- Z'
(iu) None of the above

(Choose the correct answer)

eb + e-b(ttt) 
2i

(iu) None of the above

eb +e-b
@

(iu)

(u)

(Clwose tle correct anauer)

The Cauchy-Riemann equation for
analytic function f(r)=u+fu is

(t) u*=ua, ua=-u*
0n ur=-ua, us=u*
(iiil uo * uav= O

(iu) None of the above
(Clwose tle corect analer)

(g) tt ut(t)= u(t)+ iu(t), then frl*{il' ,,
equal to

0 2lu(t)+iu(t)l

@ 2w'(t)

@ zw(t)u/(t)
(iu) None of the above

(Clwose the correct answer)
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(h) What is Laplace's equation ?

0 What is extended complex plane ?

0 What is Jordan arc ?

2. Answer dng four questions from the
following : 2x4=8

(a) Write principal value A orn( : -\."[-1-fl

(b) rc f(z)= x2 +a2 -2a + i(2x-2*a),
where z=x+iy, then write f (z) in
terms of z.

(c) Use definition to show that
limZ=V
z+zo 'o '

(d) Find the singular point of

-/ \ z2+3Itz)=M.
(e) lt f'(z)= o everywhere in a domain D,

then prove that f (z) must be constant
throughout D.

A Evaluate f'(r) from definition, where

f(r)=L'z

(s) tf f (z) = ! , rrnd !y,.f @, if it exists.

(h) Write the function f (z)=z+Lp*O)
z

in the form f (")=u(r,0 )+fu ( r,0).

3. Answer dng three questions from the
following : 5x3=15

(a) If zL and 22 are complex numbers,
then show that
sin(2, + zz) - sin z, cos 22 + cos zr sin z, .

(b) Show that exp. (Z+Sni)=-e2.

(c) Sketch the set lz-2+il<1 and
determine its domain.

(d) Let C be the arc of the circle lzl=Z
from z=2 to z=2i, that lies in the
Lst quadrant, then show that

e z-2lcfiaz =4r15
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Evaluate I ^d', where C is the top half)cz
of the circle lzl= 1 from z=l to
Z = -L.
lf f (z) = €" , then show that it is an
analytic function.

tf f (z)- z+2 and C is the semi circle
z

z=2eio, (osesr), then evaluate

!"r@)a,.

Find all values of z such that e" - -2.

Answer ang three questions
following:

(a) State and prove Cauchy-Riemann
equations of an analytic function in
polar form.

(b) Suppose that
f (r) = u(x, g)+ iu (*, a), (, = x +ia)
and zs = xg *i!s, uo = uo +iuo, then

Prove that if k,u|*.r,oo)'(x' u) = uo

and ,liry ,u(x, A) = uo then
G'v)- (ro, vo )

_liry f @) = u/e arrd conversely.
Z-'+ zO
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If the function f (.) = u(x, A ) + iu (*, A )
is defined by means of the equation

lz"
f(r)=1?' when z*o

Io,when z=o,
then prove that its real and imaginary
parts satisfies Cauchy-Riemann
equations at z=O. Also show that
,f'(O) fails to exist.

If the function

f (r)=u(x, a)+ iu (*, a ) and its
conjugate I @) = u(x, g)* iu(x, g) are
both analytic in a domain D, then
show that f (z) must be constant
throughout D.

(e) If / be analytic ever5r'where inside and
on a simply closed contour C, taken in
the positive sense and zs is any point
interior to C, then prove that

f (z)=+ 1^ f @) 6,.'zEl "w z-Zo

(f) State and prove Liouville's theorem.
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h)

4. from the
1Ox3=30

(e)

(f)

(g)

(c)

(d)



(g) Suppose that a function / is analytic
throughout a disc 1 z - zol < Ro centred

at zo and with radius Ro. Then prove

that f (") has the power series
representation

@

f (r) = Z o^(, - ,o)" , 0" -zo l< Ro )
n=O
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@ State and prove Laurent's theorem.

where o^ = # , (n= o, 1, 2, ..... )
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